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Abstract—The expectation and the variance of the syndrome
weight distribution of linear codes after transmission of codewords through a binary symmetric channel is derived exactly in
closed form as functions of the code’s parity-check matrix and
of the degree distributions of the associated Tanner graph. The
influence of (check) regularity of the Tanner graph is studied.
Special attention is payed to Tanner graphs that have no cycles
of length four. We further study the equivalence of some classes
of combinatorial designs and important classes of LDPC codes
and apply our general results to those more specific structures.
Simulations are performed to show the validity of the theoretical
approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In channel coding, channel state information (CSI), i.e. an
estimate of the crossover probability or the signal-to-noise
ratio, can be used to reduce the error rate of iterative decoding
algorithms like the sum-product algorithm. In [1] a maximum
likelihood channel estimator that is very useful if low-density
parity-check codes are used as error correcting codes, was
presented. The only input of the estimator is the syndrome
weight at the receiver. Interestingly, the authors took as
granted that the syndrome bits are independent and identically
distributed. In [2] it was observed that this assumption does
not hold in general, a closed form was given and a refined
statistical analysis of that estimator has been performed. The
current work can be seen as a continuation of the work done
in [2]: a detailed statistical (both analytical and numerical)
analysis of the syndrome weight distribution of LDPC codes is
provided, an optimality condition is derived, and connections
to combinatorial design theory are made. Ultimatively, these
results should allow to reduce the mean squared error of the
aforementioned estimator or to derive an confidence interval
estimator.
Despite this special application, we think that the distribution of the syndrome weight is a very fundamental object of
any linear code and thus of general interest. Potential fields
where this study might be relevant are (iteratice) decoding
algorithms and code-based cryptography.
A. Related Work
There is a lot of work that deals with the weight distribution
of the codewords of a code (see e.g. [3, Chap. 7] and references
therein). However, the weight distribution of syndromes has
not been studied in detail yet. In addition to the work already
mentioned [1], [2], in [4] the correlation between the error

weights and the syndrome weights during the sum product
algorithm (SPA) decoding process of LDPC codes has been
analyzed.
B. Outline of the Paper
In Section II we first fix the notation and then calculate
in closed form the expectation and variance of the syndrome
weight after transmission of codewords through a binary symmetric channel. In Section III we derive relations between the
concurrence matrix entries and the degree node distributions
and give some connections from families of LDPC codes to
different classes of combinatorial designs together with some
favorable cases to avoid cycles of length four. Section IV
presents a comparison of the theoretical results with simulation
results. We conclude in Section V.
II. E XPECTATION AND VARIANCE OF THE S YNDROME
W EIGHT AFTER T RANSMISSION THROUGH A BSC(ρ)
A. Preliminaries
First let us fix some notation. Let the binary linear code C
be the nullspace of a binary parity-check (PC) matrix H of
dimension m × n, i.e., C := {x ∈ {0, 1}n : xHT = 0}, and
let ⊕ denote summation modulo two. The i-th row of H will
be denoted as hi . We will make use of the Tanner graph [5]
that is associated with the PC matrix H, and say that the code
has n variable nodes and m check nodes. The set of variable
nodes incident to check node i will be denoted as Vi . The
check node degrees |Vi | (which are the Hamming weights of
the rows of H) will be denoted by di , i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the
variable node degrees (which are the Hamming weights of
the columns of H) will be denoted by dvj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The maximal check (variable) node degree will be denoted by
dmax (dvmax ). If all check (variable) node degrees of a code
are identical this node degree will be simply denoted as d (dv ).
We will denote the binary symmetric channel with crossover
probability ρ as BSC(ρ). Let us assume, that we transmit a
code word x over a BSC(ρ) with 0 < ρ < 1/2 and that the
receiver obtains y = x ⊕ e, where e is the error word. The
syndrome of y is given by s = yHT = eHT . Let
M
si =
ev ,
(1)
v∈Vi

be the i-th syndrome bit, w :=
and let us define the function
fd (ρ) :=

Pm

i=1 si

the syndrome weight

1 − (1 − 2ρ)d
,
2

Since the estimate is derived from the weight w of the
syndrome, it is a natural question to study the statistical
properties of w.
B. General linear codes
In the following we want to derive the expectation value
and the variance of w, i.e. the weight of s, after a codeword
has been transmitted over a BSC(ρ). The probability that a
syndrome bit is one is given by
X di 
Pr [si = 1] =
ρk (1 − ρ)di −k = fdi (ρ).
(4)
k
k∈Nodd
0≤k≤di

Consequently, the expectation value of the weight w of the
syndrome is given by
E [w] =

E [si ] =

i=1

m
X

Pr [si = 1] =

i=1

λii = di .

(2)

that fulfills the identities fd (ρ)(1−fd (ρ)) = 21 f2d (ρ), f0 (ρ) =
0 and for d > 0 we have fd ( 12 ) = 21 .
In [2] it was shown that the maximum likelihood estimate
ρ̂ of the crossover probability ρ is given by


w
w
f1/d m
; m
≤ 1/2
.
(3)
ρ̂(w) =
w
1
;
2
m > 1/2

m
X

Note, that the inner product of hi with itself is the weight of
hi , i.e. the check node degree di :

m
X

fdi (ρ).

The matrix Λ := HHT is a symmetric matrix composed of
all values λij (see also Section III). In terms of these λij we
obtain
E [si sj ]

C. Check-regular codes
In the following we want to consider only codes that have
constant check node degree d and give simpler equations for
E [w] and V [w]. We obtain
E [w] = mfd (ρ),


2
E [si sj ] = fd−λ
(ρ) + fλij (ρ) 1 − 2fd−λij (ρ) .
ij



(6)

i,j=1

 
In case i = j we obtain E [si sj ] = E s2i = E [si ] =
Pr [si = 1] = fdi (ρ). In case i 6= j we have E [si sj ] =
Pr [si = 1 ∧ sj = 1]. In case that Vi and Vj have variable
nodes in common, si and sj are correlated. Thus, to calculate
Pr [si = 1 ∧ sj = 1] we write the two potentially intersecting
sets Vi and Vj in terms of three disjoint sets Aij := Vi \Vj ,
Bij := Vj \Vi , and Cij := Vi ∩ Vj : Vi = Aij ∪ Cij , and
Vj = Bij ∪ Cij . (Cij is not related to the codebook C.)
In terms of the cardinalities of the new sets we obtain
E [si sj ]

= f|Aij | (ρ)f|Bij | (ρ) +


f|Cij | (ρ) 1 − f|Aij | (ρ) − f|Bij | (ρ) .

(7)

The number of variable nodes that are incident to check
nodes i and j, let us call it λij , can be easily obtained by
taking the standard inner product of the corresponding rows
of the binary parity check matrix H
λij := |Vi ∩ Vj | = hi hT
j = λji .

(12)

(5)

The expectation value of w is given by

j=1

fdi −λij (ρ)fdj −λij (ρ) +


fλij (ρ) 1 − fdi −λij (ρ) − fdj −λij (ρ) .(10)

of the distribution of the syndrome weight w of a linear
block code after a code word (or the zero vector) has been
transmitted over a BSC(ρ). The expectation value Eq. (5) is
a function of only ρ and the check node degrees di of the
Tanner graph. Due to Eq. (10) the variance is a function of ρ,
the check node degrees and the values λij defined in Eq. (8).1

2

i=1

=

Equations (5), (6), (8), and (10) allow us to calculate the
expectation value E [w] and the variance
 
2
(11)
V [w] = E w2 − (E [w])

i=1

!  m 
m
m
X
X
X
 2
E w =E
si 
sj  =
E [si sj ] .

(9)

(8)

(13)

Using the definition of fd (ρ) we can simplify the last equation
to
1
(14)
E [si sj ] = fd (ρ) − f2(d−λij ) (ρ).
2
Using Equations (11), (6), (14), and (12) we obtain for the
variance of w


X
1 2
m f2d (ρ) −
V [w] =
f2(d−λij ) (ρ) .
(15)
2
i6=j

Let
gλ := {(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m}2 |λij = λ}

(16)

be the number of all ordered pairs of check nodes which have
exactly λ variable nodes in common. If we further assume
that all rows of H are pairwise distinct we obtain that only
the inner product of each row of H with itself is identical to
the check node degree d, i.e. hi hT
j = d ⇐⇒ i = j, thus
gd = m.
Counting all elements of Λ we get

(17)
Pd

λ=0 gλ

= m2 .

1 The matrix Λ fully defines the first and (central) second moment of the
syndrome weight distribution. For the p-th moment we need to calculate
|Vi1 ∩ · · · ∩ Vip | which needs a more complicated case analysis.

If we express the variance with the help of gλ we obtain
!
d
X
1
2
V [w] =
m f2d (ρ) −
gλ f2(d−λ) (ρ)
2
1
m
f2d (ρ) +
2
2

=

λ=0
d−1
X

X

gλ


f2d (ρ) − f2(d−λ) (ρ) (18)
.

X

d−1

1X
gλ f2d (ρ) − f2(d−λ) (ρ) ≥ 0.
2

(20)

III. R ELATIONS BETWEEN THE CONCURRENCE MATRIX
ENTRIES AND THE DEGREE NODE DISTRIBUTIONS
T

In design theory the matrix Λ = HH is known as
concurrence matrix. It has the following nice properties (valid
in the most general case, i.e. the case with irregular variable
and check node degree distribution):

! m
m
X
X
X
X
=
λij =
hi hT
hi 
hT
j =
j
i,j

i,j

i=1

j=1

(dv1 , dv2 , . . . , dvn ) · (dv1 , dv2 , . . . , dvn )T =

n
X

d2vi ,

(21)

i=1

X

λij =

i6=j

X
i,j

λij −

m
X

λii =

i=1

n
X

dvi (dvi − 1) .

(22)

i=1

Pn
Pm
For the last equality we used that
i=1 di =
j=1 dvj is
the total number of edges of the graph, i.e. the number of 1’s
in the PC matrix. Denoting the number of variable nodes of
degree i with Λi , weP
find a new connection to the formal Λdvmax
polynomial Λ(x) = i=1
Λi xi that describes the variable
node degree distribution from a node perspective2 [6, Chap.
3.4]:
X
i6=j

λij =

n
X
i=1

dvmax

dvi (dvi − 1) =

X

Λj j(j − 1) = Λ00 (1),

j=2

(23)
2 To avoid confusion, we stress that the concurrence matrix Λ has entries
λij , and is not related to the polynomial Λ(x) which has coefficients Λi .

λ̃ij =

m
X
i=1
m
X

d2i ,

(24)

di (di − 1) .

(25)

i=1

i6=j

The value λ̃ij is the number of check nodes that are incident
to both variable nodes i and j. Denoting the number of check
nodes of degree i with Pi , we find aP
new similar connection to
dmax
Pi xi that describes
the formal P -polynomial P (x) = i=1
the check node degree distribution from a node perspective[6,
Chap. 3.4]:
X

λ=1

Using the inequality fi+1 (ρ) > P
fi (ρ) that holds for i ≥ 0
and 0 < ρ < 12 and the equality λ gλ = m2 it is easy to
see that the minimum of the variance is achieved if gλ = 0
for 1 ≤ λ ≤ d − 1. Under the condition that g1 > 0 is
fixed the minimum of the variance is achieved if gλ = 0 for
2 ≤ λ ≤ d − 1.

λ̃ij =

i,j

λ=1

Note, that the first summand in the second line is the variance
of m i.i.d. syndrome bits:
m
(19)
V [w]i.i.d. = mfd (ρ)(1 − fd (ρ)) = f2d (ρ).
2
The second summand corresponds to the increase of the
variance due to the pairwise correlation between syndrome
bits:
V [w]corr =

where the double-prime denotes the second derivative with
respect to x. As a side note, if we define Λ̃ := HT H, as the
concurrence matrix of the transpose of H, we get

i6=j

λ̃ij =

m
X

di (di − 1) =

i=1

dX
max

Pj j(j − 1) = P 00 (1). (26)

j=2

By simply counting and summing up the entries of the
concurrence matrix Λ we get (again valid in the most general
case, i.e. the case with irregular variable and check node
degree distribution):
dX
max

gλ = m2 ,

(27)

λ=0
dX
max
λ=1

λgλ =

X

λij .

(28)

ij

A. PBDs and irregular LDPC codes
It is known that incidence matrices of a pairwise balanced
design (PBD) are generally good candidates for high speed
information transmission [7]. Let K be a subset of positive
integers. In particular, a PBD of order v and index λ with
block sizes from K, denoted by PBD(v, K, λ), is an ordered
pair (V, B), where V is a nonempty finite set of v elements,
called points, and B is a set of subsets of V , called blocks,
that satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) each unordered pair of distinct elements of V appears in
exactly λ blocks of B,
(ii) for every block B ∈ B the cardinality |B| ∈ K.
An incidence matrix of a PBD having a pair (V, B) with
|V | = v points and |B| = b blocks is a binary v × b matrix
H = (hi,j ) with rows indexed by points, columns indexed
by blocks, and hi,j = 1 if the i-th point is contained in the
j-th block, and hi,j = 0 otherwise. Such incidence matrices
can be used as parity-check matrices of irregular LDPC codes,
where K = {ki } relates to the irregular variable node degree
distribution by the following relation: Λkj = |{i : dvi = kj }|.
B. IBDs and regular LDPC codes
The parity-check matrix of a regular LDPC code can also be
constructed from a sparse incidence matrix of an incomplete
block design (IBD) due to their good error tolerance at
relatively short lengths [8]. An IBD of size (v, k, r) is an

arrangement of v points set out in blocks of size k (< v)
such that each point occurs in exactly r blocks. The number
of blocks will be b, where bk = vr. The incidence matrix of
an IBD(v, k, r) has size v × b and constant row and column
weights equal to r and k, respectively. In that case, the blocks
of the design form the columns of the v×b parity-check matrix
H of a regular LDPC code with check and variable node
degree, d = r and dv = k, respectively. In particular, blocks
correspond to variable nodes, while points correspond to check
nodes. Therefore, in the regular case we get the following
simplified equations:
d
X

λgλ =

λij =

nd2v ,

(29)

ij

λ=0
d−1
X

X

λgλ =

λ=0

X

λij = ndv (dv − 1).

(30)

i6=j

C. Block designs and check regular LDPC codes
In the check regular case (but for general variable node
degrees) we get
X
i6=j

λij =

n
X

d2vi

− md.

(31)

i=1

We can also view the parity-check matrix H of a check
regular LDPC code as the incidence matrix of an IBD where
we relax the property of all blocks to be of equal size.
D. Designs and LDPC codes without cycles of length four
In a block design the concurrence λij of points i and j is
r if i = j and otherwise is the number of blocks in which
i and j both occur. A regular graph design (RGD) [9] is
an IBD(v, k, r) where any two points belong to either λ or
λ + 1 common blocks, for some constant λ and is denoted as
RGDλ (v, k, r).
If two check nodes share two variable nodes these four
nodes form a 4-cycle. In particular, this is equivalent to a
2×2 all-one submatrix in a parity-check matrix which implies
that the corresponding IBD has a concurrence greater or equal
to 2. An RGD with λ = 0 has the property that any two
points occur in at most one block, which implies that the
corresponding Tanner graph of the code is thus without 4cycles. Therefore any code with minimal variance V [w] that
has gλ = 0 for 2 ≤ λ ≤ d − 1 must be free of 4-cycles
and in the case of a regular LDPC code is equivalent to an
RGD with λ = 0. Note that a similar connection has been
obtained from Steiner 2-designs (see [10] for undefined terms
and references therein), however these results apply only to a
specific algebraic construction while ours are applicable in the
general case of a regular LDPC code. Taking for the paritycheck matrix of an irregular LDPC code a PBD of index
λ = 1 ensures that no pair of points appears twice, hence
there exist no 4-cycles in the Tanner graph. In addition, if the
Tanner graph does not contain 4-cycles, only g0 (disjoint sets
of variable nodes), g1 (one common variable node adjacent to

both check nodes) and gd (all variable nodes in common) can
be non-zero.
In case of a code without 4-cycles (and with pairwise different check rows), we obtain a very nice result for g1 . Consider
that for four-cycle free codes gλ = 0 for 2 ≤ λ ≤ d − 1.
That means that the off-diagonal elements of Λ are either 0
or 1. Combining the fact that the number of 1s is by definition
equal to g1 with Eq. (23) we immediately get that
X
g1 =
λij = Λ00 (1).
(32)
i6=j

For a regular code, where all n variable nodes have degree
dv , we have g1 = ndv (dv − 1).
Thus we obtain for codes without 4-cycles the following result:
Λ00 (1)
m
f2d (ρ) +
(f2d (ρ) − f2d−2 (ρ)) . (33)
2
2
The variance of the syndrome weight is the same for all codes
of a code ensemble defined by its degree distributions.
V [w]

=

IV. C OMPARISON OF THEORY WITH SIMULATION RESULTS
In addition to the analytical results presented so far, we
performed numerical simulations for two different regular
LDPC codes with rate 1/2. We determined two different parity
check matrices, such that one code has no cycles of length
four, while the other code was deliberately constructed to have
2000 cycles of length four. Both codes share the following
parameters: number of variable nodes n = 1000, number of
check nodes m = 500, check node degree d = 6, and variable
node degree dv = 3. The code without four-cycles corresponds
to an RGD0 (500, 3, 6), the other code corresponds to an
IBD(500, 3, 6). We simulated the transmission of 105 all-zero
codewords over a BSC(ρ) for ρ ∈ {0.01, 0.1} and calculated
and recorded the weights of the syndromes of both codes.
Figure 1 shows the cumulative histogram for the simulated
syndrome weights (green bars) and for two discrete normal
distributions with different variances. The red triangles show
the distribution with the variance of uncorrelated syndrome
bits, while the blue triangles correspond to the variance when
the correlation between any two syndrome bits is taken into
account. In the figure we can observe several interesting
properties:
We see that the cumulative distribution function of the
simulated syndromes is very well approximated by the cumulative distribution function of a normal distribution using
the analytical values for the mean and the exact variance that
we have derived. Using the variance that corresponds to the
i.i.d. approximation (which neglects the correlation between
syndrome bits) results in a bad fit of the simulated results,
especially so for small values of the crossover probability
ρ. However, for larger values of ρ the i.i.d. approximation
becomes better. An increase of ρ reduces also the small deviation between simulation results and the normal distribution
using the exact variance even further. We also observe, that
the variance of the weight increases with increasing crossover
probability. Interestingly, if we compare the figures on the left
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Fig. 1: Simulations of syndrome weights (green bars) and comparisons with normal distributions with variance V [w]i.i.d. ,
Eq. (19) (red triangles), and with exact variance V [w], Eq. (18) (blue triangles). The number of simulated error words and
thus syndromes is N = 105 in all four cases. Both top figures show simulated transmission over a BSC(0.01), the bottom
figures over a BSC(0.1).

with the figures on the right, we see that the increase of the
variance due to even a large number (2000) of four-cycles is
almost negligible (around 1%).
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Exact analytical expressions in closed form for the mean
and the variance of the syndrome weight distribution of
linear codes in general and LDPC codes in particular have
been derived. Codes with irregular and regular check node
distributions have been considered separately. The concurrence
matrix Λ = HHT plays a very important role throughout
the analysis. An interesting connection between the matrix
Λ and the variable node distribution of the Tanner graph
was found. Relations between different types of LDPC codes
and different combinatorial designs have been established.
From all codes with a given variable node distribution, those
codes that have a Tanner graph without cycles of length
four show the minimum possible variance of the syndrome
weight. We performed numerical simulations of error words
and corresponding syndrome weights to check our analytical
results. The simulations also show that the syndrome weight
distribution is close to a discrete normal distribution.
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